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 Lesson notes
Physical protection
Keep the rooms where computers are housed, 
locked. Make sure that server rooms are locked 
and alarmed or monitored by CCTV. Install an 
uninterruptable power supply in order to protect 
against power loss or power surges. Copy the 
data to a computer that is in a separate building 
so that if your building gets fl ooded or burns 
down, then the data is still safe (off site backup).
RAID
A redundant array of inexpensive disks is a 
technology that allows separate hard drives to be 
grouped together in order to provide some level 
of protection against data loss due to hard drive 
failure. The data is stored on more than one disk 
so that if one hard drive fails, then that data can 
be recovered from the other disks in the array.
Firewall
A fi rewall can be either hardware (a physical box) 
or software (a program that is installed) that is 
placed in the network in a position that allows it 
to fi lter the traffi c that comes in or goes out of the 
local network. Each fi rewall has to be set up with 
a very specifi c confi guration for the network that it 
serves.  Data that is acceptable on one network, 
is considered unacceptable on another network.
Backup
Backing up is simply the act of copying the data 
from one computer onto another storage medium 
in order to protect that data. You would copy 
your project off your home computer onto a USB 
memory stick in order to keep it safe.  If your hard 
drive fails, then you still have a copy of your work 
that you can hand in.

Antivirus
Protection against all forms of malware (any 
software that hinders the effectiveness of a 
system) is provided by many companies, often for 
free or at a very low cost.  It is critical to choose 
an effective antimalware tool in order to protect 
your data and your productivity.

Useful Tools
http://forums.majorgeeks.com/showthread.
php?t=44525
http://security.tamu.edu/Security_for_Students/
Smart_Computing/Protect_Against_Malware.
php

Data Integrity and Protection
There are two important aspects of protecting the user-generated data in your computer system: the 
protection of private data or commercial data from access by anyone who should not have access to 
it, and prevention of data loss as a result of hardware failure.
Only the user data needs to be protected.  All the installed programs can be reinstalled from the 
original install disks. 
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 Lesson Outcomes
By the end of the lesson you should be able to:
• Explain the function of a fi rewall.
• Recommend ways to protect a network
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Task
All the data on a learner’s results is stored 
on the school server.  Recommend ways this 
data can be protected to the principal.


